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01 - Dearest Hue (Hue Main Theme)
02 - Prelude
03 - Home

04 - Fragments
05 - Droplets

06 - Brink of Unreality
07 - Impossible Colours

08 - Autumn
09 - Vessels

10 - Blood and Wine
11 - Dem Bones
12 - To Forget

13 - Knowledge
14 - Civilisations Lost

15 - Elysian
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16 - Breakthrough
17 - Great Machines

18 - A Coloured Image of the Sun
19 - Distant Flurries

20 - Paths
21 - The Both of Us

22 - Surfaced Memories
23 - Hallowed Halls

24 - Mistakes
25 - Apex

26 - Reconciliation
27 - A Grey Mist

28 - Reunion
29 - With Compliments (Hue Credits)
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A very fun game no less but ive no idea how to activate this ,for it is not in inventory or anything that i could find it would be
helpfull if someone could help me and others.. Not the game I've spent the most time on, but definitely up there. Fun both in
short doses and longer runs, and requires you to think on your feet and adapt to changing situations. Anyone who enjoys it
should absolutely try the creator's other puzzle roguelike, Hydra Slayer.. You're mighty Han Solo. Together with Chewbacca,
you're flying with your Millenium Falcon throught different stages.
"Easy, like a Kessel Run". Hi! Personally, I don't like puzzle games, but The Watchmaker is a very fun game. It's a real
challenge to play and try to keep Alexander under 70. It's so interesting how the game tells you where are you going to find or
put things in their place, as the clocktower must work again. Actually, I don't know who or what is the thing that is trying to kill
Alexander, or which is its motivation to damage the clocktower. Probably tomorrow I'll know that.

If you want to watch some videos or streaming of The Watchmaker by a latin player, you can see me on twitch.tv/rhaedos.
Steam REALLY needs to add a small playable sounds/music sample to reviews, words dont do this game justice, its awsome but
its better shown with an sound sample.. The puzzles and the story are not fun..... First i am going to be talking about not only this
DLC but all of them.
Pros with the DLC
: buildings are fun
:Missions are Ok but i was about to completely say they were bad.
Cons with DLC
: i like the outifts in the game, but all of these crap DLC's add are goofy and dumb hats.
: They are Boring and to be honest should be free.
: There are Only TWO fun and Enjoyable DLC and that is Espionage and waterbourne.
: Tropico 4 had Amazing DLC, so when Tropico 5 Came out i thought the DLC would be even better, but no it was a huge Fail.
Like i said Espionage and Waterbourne are very good but even they can get boring.
we need a few More Expanison packs, why can't we have awesome rallys and Parades.
if they make a Tropico 6 i am not buying any of the DLC untill i see some Gameplay. to be honest they might never make a
Tropico 6.. Review by Pinkamena: This is the best game i've ever had the privelage to play... I had put a lot of time into it, when
my family was going through some hard times, and my parents were constantly having medical issues... My father has open
heart surgery, and my mother had cancer... Shortly after the worst of it hit, the game was canceled... I was devestated, even
became suicidal, as i had nothing else to keep my mind off of the situation i was in... However, i recovered, and went on to help
other suicidal people get over their problems. When i found out the game was back, i was so happy i was in tears... As for my
conclusion to the review... To those haters out there, its not a "serious" or "hyper-realism" game, its an arcade styled flight
combat game, meant for fun, not for all of you morons calling yourselves "mlg pro" or whatever. If you don't like it, fine, but
don't ruin it for everyone else who actually likes it. And don't make a bad review, it just makes ya look bad.. This is a super
great game, sad that is so "restricted" when playing against the AI in custom battle.
Doesnt allow a lot
This is how a card game in 3d should be done!
I am dreaming to see more of this genre
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Great idea behind the game!
Its fun and challenging.
Also the developer is good at fixing bugs as they are being mentioned.
Worth the money! :)
. Bad game dont waste your money on it. Polyball is a fun little early access title that brings back great memories of playing the
Super Monkey Ball games as a kid. I still go back to playing those games often (with SMB 2 being my favorite!) through the
excellent Dolphin Gamecube emulator, so as a result I’ve become pretty familiar with what makes SMB such a great title. The
controls, the physics, level design and charm all add up to create a phenomenal gaming experience. Polyball was obviously
inspired by Super Monkey Ball, but  isn't  Super Monkey Ball. It doesn't try to be and instead tries to be its own thing.

As a result, we get a great platformer that breaks free from the classic gameplay elements of its inspiration. For one, you can
jump (which was a concept implemented in the underrated Super Monkey Ball: Banana Blitz but not found in the classic SMB
games), and the level design is completely based around this. There are plenty of platforming challenges sprinkled throughout
the levels, but the game's medal system still encourages you to race to the finish. The levels are also much bigger than that of
Super Monkey Ball's, and can sometimes take upwards of 2 minutes to complete. While this might annoy some players who
enjoy going for good times on the leaderboards, I was personally fine with this decision. The levels are fun as well, and similar
to the SMB games they are fun to replay over and over again.

The physics aren't perfect, but are generally really tight and make for fun gameplay. The devs can obviously refine the physics
over the course of development so I’m sure they’ll improve. The controls are also tight and responsive, which is absolutely key
for a game like this. If the controls weren't good then the game wouldn’t be fun to play and thus be completely ruined. Lastly,
SMB's charm is replaced by a striking art style and minimalistic design principles. I personally love this and find that it makes
the game even more enjoyable. All in all, Polyball is shaping out to be a great game and I'd say this is one to keep your eye on if
you were are looking for a game similar to Super Monkey Ball. I’ve enjoyed my time with it and look forward to the updates
down the road.. The whole point of this game is to play multiplayer, and the multiplayer just doesn't work. Both me and a friend
tried playing together and it was just impossible. The design looks great, but this game is just a $11 menu screen. Probably the
last early access VR game I buy thanks to this monstrosity.. It want let me start the game . I'm mad as hell that I have purchased
a game that I can not play because of your bad programing and that connected my site with my sons account without eather
asking for that. Fix this game so I can play it please.. Multimirror is a very basic puzzle game. Played on a grid, the premise is
quite simple – you are trying to get a red dot to a yellow dot. Placed on the board are blue dots, green dots, and black dots. The
rules are very simple:

You can flip any blue, green, or red dot over any other blue, green, or red dot, placing the dot you are moving the exact same
distance away from the target dot as it was initially, simply on the far side of it.

Black dots cannot be flipped or flipped over.

Green dots disappear if you choose them as the dot to flip over, but can flip over other dots freely. Simply passing over a green
dot is not enough to delete it from the board; you must intentionally flip over that specific dot.

You cannot flip two dots onto the same position on the board.

That’s it.

The game itself is fifty levels long, and each level has a target number of flips to get 3 or 2 stars.

These targets are often a joke; in many cases, you can beat the levels in a handful of flips, even though you could use 15+ flips
to reach the final destination and get three stars.

My total playtime on the game was 83 minutes, and that’s including the time I went into the options menu to disable to the music
so I could listen to music of my own while playing. In theory, it is endless; you can play on boards made by other people, after
all. But I wasn't left feeling like I wanted to do that at the end.

Indeed, I was left without a feeling of having achieved anything; the target numbers were really easy and the game itself was
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largely pretty simple, with only a couple of levels really getting me stuck on them for any length of time. I blazed through most
of the game without much difficulty, and, as noted, the game as a whole took less than an hour and a half. I never really felt like
I had to try all that hard, nor did I ever really feel clever while playing it. For a puzzle game, it felt remarkably rote and
mindless.

I had a bit of an itch for a simple puzzle game, and in the end, this didn’t really feel like it scratched it.. Astral masters was a
good game and this is a much improved version. The cards are balanced and the gameplay is quite unique. The F2P price seems
reasonable and progressin without $$ appears to be adequate, if a bit slow. This is offset by nice random deck and draft play
modes.. Hard game to beat,
outnumbered,
frequent panicking when wanting to press 1,2,3 or 4.
98\/100 path out of the bunker is suicide,
luck is a big factor.
Everything seems too small for my eyes.

Included in the New Reality Pack.

Couldn't recommend if its standalone.. I will name my first born Loader Bot
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